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Introduction
1. Purpose of Planning Proposal
The purpose of this planning proposal is to explain the intended effect and provide a justification
for a proposed amendment to the Penrith Local Environmental Plan 2010 (Penrith LEP 2010) as
well as demonstrate the strategic merit of the amendment proceeding.
The planning proposal relates to multiple allotments referred to within this document as the
‘subject site’. The subject site is situated within the Penrith City Centre boundary and it located at
39-49 Henry Street, Penrith.
This planning proposal seeks to amend the Penrith LEP 2010 to allow for the redevelopment of
the site for the purposes of high-density mixed-use development by:
 Amend clause 8.7 to allow a maximum floor space ratio of 6:1 and 6.5:1 as shown on the draft
maps.
 Include an additional site specific clause allowing the consent authority to grant consent to an
additional FSR of 2.5:1 of non residential floor space in addition to the 6:1 for Site A as shown
on the draft maps. The total FSR permitted on this site is 8.5:1.
 Adding a new site-specific design excellence and collaboration clause to the LEP to ensure any
future proposal achieves design excellence through a collaborative process as outlined in this
planning proposal.
 Adding a new site specific clause that allows the definition of community infrastructure and
public benefit only for this site to include “hotel or motel accommodation”.
Figure 1: Proposed amendment to Maximum Floor Space Ratio (including the non
residential floor space on Site A)

8.5
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The intended outcome of the LEP amendment is consistent with key directions relating to
accelerated urban renewal contained with the Plan for Growing Sydney, the Western City District
Plan, the Greater Sydney Region Plan, Penrith Community Strategic Plan 2017, Penrith City
Strategy and the Penrith Progression Action Plan.
The proposed amendments are driven by a desire to deliver a superior urban design outcome for
the site which addresses Council’s vision for the delivery of urban activation which is consistent
with the desired future character of Penrith. The proposed amendments to planning controls will
facilitate the delivery of high quality development contributing to much needed urban activation
and increased housing supply within this strategic regional centre. The proposal has been the
subject of a design review that analyses broader urban design principles as well as site specific
reference architecture.
The planning proposal has been prepared in accordance with Section 3.33 of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and the Department of Planning and Infrastructure
(Department of Planning and Environment) document ‘A guide to preparing planning proposals’
(August 2016).
The planning proposal is supported by:
• Urban design study by SJB Urban
• Traffic statement by Positive Traffic
• Wind impact assessment by Windtech
• Acoustic assessment by Resonate Acoustics.
The Key Sites LEP Amendment includes new controls that would relate to this site as published
by the Greater Sydney Commission. The Key Sites LEP Amendment facilitates a bonus floor
space ratio of 2.5:1 for this site where design excellence and community infrastructure provisions
are delivered. The Key Sites LEP also removes the maximum building height controls as they
current relate to the subject site.
The Key Sites Planning Proposal was submitted with an urban design analysis prepared by
Conybeare Morrison International in March 2016. This urban design analysis covered all 11 key
sites at the time before the release of proposed amendments to the Plan for Growing Sydney, as
published by the Greater Sydney Commission in November 2016, the Western City District Plan
also published in March 2018 as well as the Greater Sydney Region Plan published in March
2018. These 3 documents represent a significant step change in the city hierarchy status of
Penrith City Centre. In the proposed changes to the Plan for Growing Sydney, Sydney is no
longer being conceptualised as having a central city with a 2nd CBD in Parramatta, rather
Sydney is envisioned with 3 major cities with Penrith being a strategic centre within the new
Western City.
These changes in policy direction elevate the status of Penrith and increase its importance as
part of the aerotropolis. This coupled with the ability for SJB to study more closely more sitespecific reference architecture results in the proposed LEP amendments within this planning
proposal. SJB has been engaged to complete site specific urban design analysis which
demonstrates that the proposed maximum floor space ratio presented in this planning proposal is
most appropriate for this site.
Support for the planning proposal is sought; and the subsequent referral to the Department of
Planning and Environment for Gateway determination and public exhibition.
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2. Background
Subject site
The subject site is situated on the northern side of Henry Street and is identified in the aerial
photo below.
The subject site is legally defined as the following:



Lot 1 DP 710350
Lot 10 DP 788189.

The subject site is more commonly known as 39-49 Henry Street, Penrith. The subject site
subject is approximately 6,342m² in area with approximately 117m frontage to Henry Street,
depth of approximately 52m.
The subject site is presently occupied by a derelict single storey commercial building and vacant
land. The site sits directly to the east of the main commercial core of Penrith City Centre. Directly
to the north of the site is vacant Council owned land and further north of that is the main Western
railway line.
The aerial photographs provided at Figures 2 and 3 show the subject site and the immediate
context.
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Figure 2: Aerial photograph of the subject site (Source: Googlemaps 2017).

Site

Figure 3: Aerial photograph of the subject site showing 800m radius (Source: nearmap
2017).
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Locality
The immediate locality is characterised by an eclectic mix of commercial and retail land uses
along with education services and traditional city centre activities including the Penrith local
court. The site is located 800m from the Penrith train station. The current development within this
locality, being mostly single storey commercial and bulky goods uses, represents a significant
underutilisation of the land. The site is ideal to deliver high density mixed-use development which
has been recognised by Penrith City Council in their planning proposal for incentives clauses for
key sites.
This location is well serviced by schools, tertiary institutions, community services, recreational
and sporting facilities and an established commercial centre. Furthermore, the locality has
excellent connectivity with access to several key arterial road networks including The Northern
Road, Mulgoa Road, the Great Western Highway and the M4 Motorway as well as regular public
transport services.
Penrith CBD is undergoing a slow transformation into a regional city centre resulting from the
policy direction from NSW Department of Planning and Environment, Greater Sydney
Commission and Penrith City Council. Changes to the planning controls in the CBD have
resulted in some substantial mixed use development proposals which have either been approved
by the Council or are under consideration. These proposals reinforce Penrith CBD’s role as a
focus for urban renewal.
The site benefits from being within an existing and established strategic centre thus access is
already available to essential social and community infrastructure including schools, places of
public worship, local courts, retail, medical and health services, professional services and related
community/social infrastructure.
This location is well serviced by public transport and is close to the existing Penrith retail and
business centre. The site is also just over 1km flat walking distance of the heart of the Penrith
CBD. This offers future residents significant convenience and results in land that is prime for
redevelopment for high density mixed use development.
The site has previously been developed and therefore access is already available to utility
services and infrastructure. Any amplification works needed will be carefully integrated into
proposed development for this land.
Photographs overleaf and in the following pages are provided to illustrate the context of the
locality.
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Photograph 1: Shows the derelict commercial building on the site looking northwards

Photograph 2: Shows the vacant part of the site (eastern side) facing northwards
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Photograph 3: Shows the adjoining site at 35 Henry Street facing northwards

Photograph 4: Shows sites on the southern side of Henry Street directly opposite the
subject site
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Photograph 5: Shows the development on the opposite corner of Henry and Evan
Street with newer commercial development in the background

Photograph 6: Shows existing development on the western side of Evans Street
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Photograph 7: Shows the heritage listed St Stephens Church located at 269 High Street
Penrith
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3. Planning Controls
Zoning
The land is currently zoned B4 Mixed Use under Penrith LEP 2010. Among other things,
development for commercial premises, hotel or motel accommodate and residential flat buildings
are permissible with consent in this zone. The planning proposal does not seek to alter the land
use zone. Figure 4 is an extract from the land zoning map for Penrith LEP 2010.
Figure 4: Extract from Penrith LEP 2010 Land Zoning Map

Site
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Building Height
The Height of Buildings Map for the Penrith LEP 2010 indicates that the maximum building height
permitted on the subject site is 24 to 32m, with 32m on the northern side of the subject site.
This planning proposal is consistent with Council’s Key Sites LEP Amendment which has already
resulted in circumstances that remove the maximum permitted building height control.
Figure 5: Extract from Penrith LEP 2010 Height of Buildings Map Sheet

Site
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Floor space ratio
The current Floor Space Ratio Map for the Penrith LEP 2010 indicates that the maximum floor
space ratio for a building on the subject site is not permitted to exceed 3.5:1.
The current Key Sites LEP Amendment has gained an additional floor space up to a maximum of
5:1 on this site subject to design excellence and delivery of community/public benefits. This floor
space ratio came from the recommendations of an urban design study carried out in March 2016
which was a study covering all key sites in the Penrith City Centre. This planning proposal is
consistent with the vision set out in the Key Sites Planning Proposal but includes a more detailed
urban design and reference architecture analysis of this site which suggests the most appropriate
floor space ratio for this site is 8.5:1 and 6.5:1.
This planning proposal seeks to permit development with a maximum floor space ratio of up to
8.5:1 and 6.5:1 as shown in figure 8 overleaf with design excellence through a site-specific
collaboration clause and delivery of public benefits contributions.
This planning proposal also seeks to secure the delivery of future employment generating uses
on the site including the proposed hotel. The draft amendments to the Penrith LEP 2010
requested under this planning proposal seek to deliver a minimum of 2.5:1 gross floor area of
non-residential uses. To demonstrate commitment to the future hotel, details of the agreement
that has been entered into with Travelodge has been provided to Council separately.
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Adjoining Land
As it evident in the SJB study and Figure 6 below, the adjoining land to the east of the subject
site, and within the same street block is not prejudiced by this Planning Proposal and it is open to
Council to logically include those lands in a Planning Proposal. Consistent with the SJB analysis
the adjoining lands could receive an FSR of 6.5:1.
It is not open to our clients to make the current Planning Proposal applicable to land that is not in
their control. However, Council can choose to include such lands, in the same way that Council
has identified all the street block in Key Site 7.
The Urban Design Analysis has been undertaken across the street block to clarify the potential
and the relationship of built form across the street block.
Figure 6: Extract from Penrith LEP 2010 Floor Space Ratio Map Sheet

Site
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Figure 7: Extract from urban design study

Figure 8: Proposed amendment to Maximum Floor Space Ratio Map (note the western
site is also permitted an additional 2.5:1 FSR for non residential floor space)
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Site Specific Design Excellence & Collaboration Clause
Design Excellence
Our clients intend to prepare a development concept that exhibits design excellence and sets a
standard for other sites in the city centre to emulate. The appointment of SJB Design to carefully
consider the urban design merits and architectural opportunities for this site is evidence of this
intent. Our clients intend to work with a high quality recognised architectural firm in the
preparation of detailed designs for the site.
Considering the size of this site and the two separate building forms that will emerge as shown in
the urban design concept plans, it is commercially necessary that the development of 39-49
Henry Street occurs in a staged manner. As a result, following confirmation of the FSR across
the site, our clients intend to lodge a Staged DA that confirms the massing and location of built
form across the site, and includes details such as driveway locations, through site links, etc.
Subsequently, individual DA’s for each stage will be submitted.
Design Collaboration
Given our clients aspirations for design excellence and the commercial imperative to stage the
project, it is appropriate that an alternative site-specific design excellence process be developed.
It is proposed that this be achieved through a design collaboration method, rather than a
design competition method. We note that the Director General Guidelines for Design
Competitions are primarily focused on the competition methodology. As Council is aware the
Guidelines provide an “exceptions clause” that states –
Exceptions Clause
The requirement for a minimum of three architectural / design firms to submit designs
may be waived by the Director-General where it can be demonstrated design excellence
will be achieved, such as where concept drawings are submitted for a manifestly
outstanding building, and the architect has a reputation for delivering buildings of the
highest quality. In such a case, a design integrity panel may be appointed to oversee
implementation.
The Guidelines do not provide a good fit for a Staged DA process, where the overall envelopes
are determined up front via a Staged DA consent and then subsequent detailed DA’s are lodged
for individual stages. Clearly the design excellence requirements are best placed as part of the
individual detailed DA’s.
A site-specific design excellence and collaboration clause is proposed to be included in the
Penrith LEP 2010 which will achieve the following outcomes:


A lead architectural firm is nominated to oversee the building design for each Stage of
the detailed DA design (excluding the Stage 1 DA).



A 2nd architectural firm is appointed to collaborate on the development of detailed
building design plans. The 2nd architectural firm is appointed by agreement with Penrith
City Council. A brief is to be prepared in collaboration with Council identifying key
design excellence criteria that are to be included within the scheme (typically includes
activation, public art, high quality façade treatment, etc). The 2nd architectural firm will
meet regularly with the lead architectural firm and prepare a report to support the
Development Application submission that outlines the design excellence process and
design evolution that has occurred through the collaboration process.

Draft provisions to be inserted into Section 7 of the Penrith LEP 2010.
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1. The objectives of this clause are as follows:
a. To achieve a high standard of architectural design, materials and detailing for the
proposed development, and
b. To achieve a proposed built form and external building appearance that will
improve the quality and amenity of the public domain and contribute to the quality
of architecture in the Penrith City Centre.
2. This clause applies to land identified as the “Eastern Gateway Key Site” on the Clause
Application Map.
3. Development consent must not be granted for development involving the construction of
a new building, or external alterations to an existing building, on land to which this Part
applies unless, in the opinion of the consent authority, the proposed development
exhibits design excellence.
Community Infrastructure on Key Sites
Presently, Clause 8.7 of the Penrith LEP contains 2 objectives which are:
a. to allow higher density development on certain land in the City Centre where the
development includes community infrastructure, and
b. to ensure that the greater densities reflect the desired character of the localities in which
they are allowed and minimise adverse impacts on those localities.
This clause then defines community infrastructure as:
Community infrastructure means development for the purposes of recreation areas, recreation
facilities (indoor), recreation facilities (outdoor), recreation facilities (major), public car parks or
public roads.
The definition of community infrastructure adopted in this clause is very limiting. The key issue as
it relates to this Planning Proposal is that the definition of community infrastructure and then the
further guidelines provided in the Public Benefit Policy fail to recognise the provision of hotel or
motel accommodation is in fact a significant piece of community infrastructure that delivers a
public benefit that is entirely aligned with Council’s strategic vision for the City.
This Planning Proposal seeks to recognise that a proposed hotel will deliver far reaching public
benefits that should be recognised in a site-specific clause.
The definition of community infrastructure under the LEP oddly permits the follow uses to be
considered by Council as community infrastructure:
Recreation facility (indoor) means a building or place used predominantly for indoor recreation,
whether or not operated for the purposes of gain, including a squash court, indoor swimming
pool, gymnasium, table tennis centre, health studio, bowling alley, ice rink or any other
building or place of a like character used for indoor recreation, but does not include an
entertainment facility, a recreation facility (major) or a registered club.
Recreation facility (major) means a building or place used for large-scale sporting or recreation
activities that are attended by large numbers of people whether regularly or periodically, and
includes theme parks, sports stadiums, showgrounds, racecourses and motor racing
tracks.
Recreation facility (outdoor) means a building or place (other than a recreation area) used
predominantly for outdoor recreation, whether or not operated for the purposes of gain, including
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a golf course, golf driving range, mini-golf centre, tennis court, paint-ball centre, lawn
bowling green, outdoor swimming pool, equestrian centre, skate board ramp, go-kart
track, rifle range, water-ski centre or any other building or place of a like character used for
outdoor recreation (including any ancillary buildings), but does not include an entertainment
facility or a recreation facility (major).
This Clause permits a range of uses to be considered as community infrastructure. Noting that
the definition clearly states that these uses are permitted whether or not operated for the purpose
of gain. This means these facilities do not need to be under Council ownership and can remain
commercial operations. The principles of community infrastructure are further explained through
Council’s Public Benefit Policy. Some of the more curious land use activities that are captured
under the term community infrastructure have been highlighted above.
Council’s Public Benefit Policy
The incentives clause provides a mechanism for developers to be able to obtain additional
development on their site where community infrastructure is delivered, in a manner that supports
the services and amenity our community expects of the City Centre. The policy seeks to guide
the valuing the additional floor area and requiring a contribution toward City Centre
improvements, ensuring that the benefits of additional development are shared with the broader
community.
To determine if an offer of a Public Benefit will be considered acceptable by Council, there is a
list of Principles of Public Benefit that must be met. The following table provides a list of all the
Principles and demonstrates how the planning proposal meets these Principles.
Community
Infrastructure/Public
Benefit Principles
1. The Public Benefit must
be in the public interest and
to the satisfaction of
Council.

Comments
The proposed hotel is not considered to only benefit the private
land owner. In fact, it is widely recognised that hotels and other
forms of short-stay accommodation are valuable for cities,
providing visitors to the region opportunities to visit, stay and
patronise local businesses. Major events and functions depend
on the hotel industry to provide quality accommodation options
to entice visitation to an area.
Penrith Progression Action Plan and the Council’s Short Term
Commercial Accommodation Study both advocate hotel
accommodation within the city centre to build on the regional
success of Penrith CBD and to deliver catalytic investment
projects. The proposed hotel has far reaching benefits that will
be accessible by all members of the community, be interpreted
as a public rather than private facility.
The proposed hotel generates far reaching employment benefits
for the local community. It is estimated there will be 12 full time
hotel staff, 8 full time house keeping staff and a full time
landscape manager employed in conjunction with the hotel.
There are only the direct jobs with the majority of employment
coming from the secondary employment including more than 65
tradespeople employed full time over the 2 year construction
period which is valued at $14 million injection into the local
economy. It is estimated that the cash injection of the proposed
hotel is between $36 and $38 million.
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2.The Public Benefit must
be over and above current
development standards and
Council policies.

3. The Public Benefit must
contribute to the City
Centre or to nearby
locations and facilities likely
to be used by City Centre
occupants.

The proposed hotel will attract more businesses to the local
area, allow for more conferences and events to be held in
Penrith, allow Penrith to better serve as a tourist destination and
service the Western Sydney Airport.
The proposed delivery of a hotel on this site is not considered a
general standard of development. The proposal comprises
delivery of landscape, public domain works along with achieving
design excellence through a collaborative process – these are
not components of the development that are being sought to
offset any community infrastructure contribution. These features
of the scheme are to be delivered regardless. It is to hotel
component of the proposal that introducing an element of the
scheme for which community infrastructure off-set is sought.
The hotel is over and above the normal development
expectations and therefore it must be considered a public
benefit that will benefit the broader community rather than the
landowner.
The proposed hotel provides a city shaping element to the
Penrith CBD by introducing catalyst development that will
facilitate the creation of a truly vibrant community. It is expected
that residents within Penrith and their visitors will make use of
the hotel and its ancillary facilities. The hotel will contribute to
creating a high-quality Penrith CBD and additional infrastructure
to serve the tourism needs of the visiting community.
The Planning Proposal submission and supporting technical
studies including the urban design study, traffic and transport
study and flooding assessment demonstrate that the proposed
hotel component of this development (the Public Benefit) will not
cause any detrimental impacts on amenity or services including
pedestrian access, traffic, parking, existing utility infrastructure
or manoeuvrability in and around the City Centre.

4. The Public Benefit must
be achievable, measurable,
economically viable and
socially and
environmentally
sustainable.

The value of the proposed hotel component of this development
is measurable in terms of monetary value. Future development
applications can be appropriately conditioned to ensure the
longevity of the hotel is provided for the community’s long-term
use.
The proposed hotel will remain in private ownership (as
permitted under the current LEP controls) and as such there will
be no ongoing cost to Council.

5. The Public Benefit must
be consistent with the
themes within Council’s
Strategic Planning
framework.

The proposed hotel component of the Planning Proposal has
been considered in detail and is found to align with the relevant
strategic planning framework outlined in:
 The Community Plan, Operational Plan and Delivery Program
 Penrith Progression
 The City Strategy
 Penrith Local Environmental Plan 2010
 Penrith Development Control Plan 2014
 The Greater Sydney Region Plan 2018
 The Western City District Plan 2018.
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Further detailed consideration of each of these policy documents
is provided in Part 3 Justification of this Planning Proposal report.

Prior to Council’s adoption of the Public Benefit Policy a report was prepared by AEC to underpin
the proposed contribution rate applied under the Public Benefit Policy. This report published in
March 2016. The AEC Report seeks to test the capacity of the key sites within the Penrith CBD
to investigate if there is opportunity for Council to implement a floorspace incentive mechanism
that could capture a proportion of the value of additional development capacity in the form of
contribution to public benefit.
The recommendations of this AEC Report provides clear and simple considerations for the
implementation of a monetary contribution rate for public benefit which makes the following key
points:



The development market is fragile in Western Sydney and it is important that a
floorspace contribution rate in Penrith does not undermine development activity.
Council could consider a staged adoption of the incentive contribution rate, for example
$100/sqm of additional GFA in the first 2 years of the policy and thereafter an increase to
$150/sqm. This would signal to the market, Council’s intention and avoids potentially
stifling what is currently still an establishing development market.

Despite the recommendations put forward by the AEC Report, Council adopted the rate of
$150/sqm and when this rate has been further tested, the feasibility modelling shows the rate has
stifled development of the key sites.
AEC did some further testing in March 2018 with specific reference to this Planning Proposal and
the proposed hotel. The report states that:
“Hotel developments are not typically developed in a ‘Develop and Sell’ scenario, like residential
or retail uses are. In order to recoup the construction costs of a hotel (base building and furniture,
fixtures and equipment or FFE), hotel developments are typically developed in a ‘Develop and
Hold’ scenario where the longer-term investment return assists with payback of the initial
investment.”
The most critical finding of this report is that it recommendation that “if Council considered a hotel
proposal to be desirable, consideration could be given to exempting the hotel GFA from the
public benefit contribution.”
The March 2018 AEC review says that the proposed hotel should be exempt from public benefit
contribution however, Council’s public benefit policy already exempts commercial floorspace
from public benefit contribution.
In order to resolve this matter, this Planning Proposal is submitted seeking consideration of the
proposed hotel as an offset for community infrastructure contribution.
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Heritage
There are no heritage items located within the site boundaries however, item reference 180 is
located to the north of the subject site which is listed as a heritage cottage. Recent site visits
reveal this cottage has more recently been demolished and therefore there are no relevant
heritage considerations for this item.
To the south of the subject site there are several heritage items which are visually separated
from the subject site by the development between Henry and High Streets. The key
consideration relevant to this planning proposal is the potential overshadow impact that the new
high-density development may have on these heritage items. Details relating to overshadow
impact are considered in further detail later in this report and in the urban design analysis
submitted with the planning proposal.
Figure 9: Extract from Penrith LEP 2010 Heritage Map Sheet

Site
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4. Background
Meetings with Council
Prior to submission of the planning proposal a meeting with Council staff was held seeking
discussion, input and guidance on the planning proposal and the key issues to address in the
planning proposal included –


The status of the Key Site Incentive amending LEP;



The Flood Risk Management Strategy for the Nepean River;



City Centre Context;



The relationship of the site to Council land along the northern boundary of the site;



Site specific drainage treatment;



Design Excellence and Urban Design elements (such as treatment of the podium);



Traffic and Parking implications; and



The material public benefit contribution identified in draft LEP provision relates to a future
voluntary planning agreement.

The urban design analysis and the final objective of the planning proposal has been informed by
discussions with Council. The proposal is supported by:


Urban design study by SJB Urban



Traffic statement by Positive Traffic



Wind impact assessment by Windtech



Acoustic assessment by Resonate Acoustics.
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Technical Reports
Urban Design Study
An urban design study has reviewed the planning context, considered key urban design
principles, reviewed the Western City District Plan, the Greater Sydney Region Plan and Penrith
Progression Action Plan and identifies an illustrative masterplan with built form concepts. This
study highlights how this proposal responds to its context through transition and design
excellence.
The proposed built form massing concepts have been tested against the Apartment Design
Guide and can achieve compliance.
Privacy and overshadowing are 2 key potential impacts that have been analysed within the urban
design study. The massing model presented shows the site context and shows overshadowing
impacts on the surrounding future development within the precinct. Although the results show
that the preferred design option results in minimal impacts to adjoining development, the
preferred option represents a superior urban design outcome for the site overall.
The Urban Design Study analyses the entire street block, taking into consideration the potential
redevelopment of the adjoining land to the east. The study demonstrates that an appropriate
FSR for adjoining lands to the east is 6.5:1 and it is noted that it is open to Council to include
these sites in a rezoning proposal.
Traffic and Parking Assessment
The traffic statement has reviewed the planning context, analysed public transport availability
and servicing, considered the proposed development and assessed its impacts, and reviewed
the likely parking and access requirements. The key findings of the assessment include:


The subject site is in a prime public transport corridor where there is an extensive variety
of sustainable transport options available, including trains, buses, walking and cycling.
The development site is extremely well served by public transport.



Access to a wide range of bus services would be available to residents / workers of the
development site within a 400m walking distance.



The site is located within 900m of Penrith Rail Station which provides 5-10miniute
frequency train services during peak periods.



The projected increase in traffic generation potential because of the planning proposal is
minimal and will clearly not have any unacceptable traffic implications in terms of road
network capacity.



Intersections surrounding the development site would continue to operate at a
satisfactory level of service during both the morning and afternoon weekday peak
periods.



Future traffic flows on roads immediately surrounding the development would remain
within expected maximum ranges for each road type.



The proposed application of the RMS High Density parking rates for this development is
considered appropriate and reflects both the developments accessibility to services /
transport and the expected vehicle ownership rates of future residents.



A visitor parking rate for the residential component in accordance with the RMS Guide to
Traffic Generating Developments for high density developments is considered
appropriate given the sites accessibility to public transport options and services.



The site can accommodate the vehicle access, passing bay, loading and car parking
layout which complies with the relevant requirements specified in Australian Standards.
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Parking provision for non-residential uses would comply with the Penrith DCP and is
considered appropriate.



Service vehicle parking should consider efficiencies gained with centralised loading dock
/ service vehicle parking areas to minimise the impacts of large vehicles travelling
throughout the site.

Overall the traffic impacts of the proposal are considered acceptable. Finally, the traffic statement
concludes that the planning proposal will not have any unacceptable traffic and parking
implications.
Wind impact assessment
A wind impact assessment is submitted with this planning proposal which presents an opinion on
the likely impact of the proposed design on the local wind environment of the critical outdoor
areas within and around the subject development. The effect of wind activity is examined for the
three predominant wind directions for the Penrith region; namely the northerly to north-easterly,
southerly to south-easterly and westerly winds. The analysis of the wind effects relating to the
proposed development was carried out in the context of the local wind climate, building
morphology and land topography.
The results of this assessment indicate that the wind conditions within and around the site benefit
from shielding provided by the development itself. It is expected that the potentially adverse wind
effects identified in the report can be ameliorated through the following treatment strategies to
achieve suitable wind conditions throughout the trafficable areas within and around the site:


Retain the proposed densely foliating tree planting and other landscaping for all areas of
the development. Note that evergreen tree planting should be implemented for areas
affected by westerly and southerly to south-westerly winds to ensure its effectiveness
throughout the year.



Awnings over the pedestrian footpaths within and around the site.



Retain the porous façade of Site A podium.



Localised operator-controlled screening for longer duration activities such as café seating
areas.



Screens and/or further planting for the Ground Floor Plaza and Open Spaces.



Screens and/or further planting between each site.



Screens around the perimeter of the communal podium open spaces.



Full height screens or louvres for the private corner balconies of the development.

With the inclusion of the suggested mitigation and treatments, the wind impact assessment has
concluded that it is possible to achieve suitable conditions for the outdoor accessible areas. Note
that due to the overall massing of the proposed subject development, wind tunnel testing is
recommended to be undertaken as part of the detailed design phase of the subject development.
Further testing is to be carried out as part of a future development application and will be
assessed further by Council at that stage.
Noise and vibration impact assessment
A high-level desktop assessment of potential acoustic considerations has been undertaken for a
proposed development. Key acoustic constraints in relation to environmental noise and vibration
on the proposed development and its potential impacts to the surrounding area have been
outlined in the report submitted to Council as prepared by Resonate Acoustic Consultants.
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Acoustic design considerations have been summarised that show these constraints may be
addressed through effective design in the development approval and detailed design phases.
The acoustic report outlines potential acoustic requirements for consideration during the
Development Application phase. It is noted that the acoustic reporting provided is at a desktop
level and incorporates advice based on the acoustic engineer’s experience on similar projects.
In the context of the potential acoustic constraints that relate to this land, the following is a
proposed methodology in preparing a planning stage acoustic report for the Development
Application:


Establish development specific acoustic criteria based on relevant planning approval
pathways, including:
-

Penrith City Council – Penrith Development Control Plan 2014 (PDCP)

-

Penrith Local Environment Plan 2010 (PLEP 2010)

-

NSW Noise Policy for Industry (NPI)

-

Building Code of Australia (BCA)

-

Development Near Rail Corridors and Busy Roads (DOP).



Conduct a comprehensive program of noise and vibration measurements at the proposed
site.



Calculate glazing and other acoustically related façade requirements based on noise
survey information and determine minimum requirements to achieve internal design
sound levels as set out in AS/NZS 2107:2016 Acoustics—Recommended design sound
levels and reverberation times for building interiors and the DoP’s Development Near Rail
Corridors and Busy Roads.



Predict internal ground-borne noise and vibration levels within the proposed building and
determine design strategies to mitigate potential impacts.



Predict environmental noise emissions from external mechanical services and other
operational noise emissions relating to the commercial tenancies at adjacent noise
sensitive receivers and conduct and assessment in accordance with the NPI and/or DCP.



Demonstrate how environmental noise criteria can be complied with.

Overall, acoustic design considerations have been considered and it is highlighted that these
constraints may be addressed through effective design in the development approval and detailed
design phases.
Strategic Positioning
Establishing the correct density and maximum building height that relates to this land has been
an iterative process beginning with detailed consideration of the environmental constraints that
relate to the land, consideration of traffic and access matters, urban design testing and the
comparison of other strategic centres.
In terms of consideration of the relevant environmental constraints the case for additional density
on this site has been clearly articulated with reference to urban design testing, concept building
massing modelling, overshadow impact analysis, wind impact assessment and acoustic
assessment. Council’s Key Sites LEP has already set the benchmark revealing that a maximum
building height control is not appropriate for this key site where appropriate public benefit
contributions are made. Detailed analysis of all the relevant environmental constraints has
revealed that the proposed densities included in this planning proposal are entirely appropriate.
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Next comes the consideration of public transport accessibility and traffic impact analysis. As
demonstrated by the traffic and access study submitted with this planning proposal, the proposed
density is again found to be of little to no consequence in terms of traffic impact. This again
demonstrates the proposed density is entirely appropriate for this site.
The final consideration compares the proposed densities with other similar centres across
Sydney and within the Western Parkland City. Desktop analysis of the role of Penrith as a
strategic centre reveals the proposed density as presented in this planning proposal is aligned
with other similar centres within the Western Parkland City and Western Sydney. This desktop
analysis is depicted in Figure 10 below.
The Western City District Plan identifies Penrith as a “Metropolitan Cluster” where are Blacktown
CBD is identified as a lower order strategic centre. In figure 11 below an extract is shown of the
applicable maximum permitted floor space ratio controls under the Blacktown LEP 2015 which
shows that in gateway locations within Blacktown, to land that is not dissimilar to the subject site,
densities are permitted well over and above the proposed density for this planning proposal.
The proposed combined site density of 7.05:1 is directly relatable to the densities within the
Blacktown CBD, where key sites in gateway locations have a permitted FSR of up to 7.5:1 and
on gateway sites that are within walking distance of the Blacktown train station, these FSRs
elevate up to 8.5:1 which is very much aligned with the proposed FSR put forward in this
planning proposal. It is reiterated that Blacktown CBD is a lower order centre in the view of the
Western City District Plan as this is a strategic centre where as Penrith CBD is a Metropolitan
Cluster.

Figure 10: Transport Orientated Centres Comparison by SJB
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Figure 11: Extract from Blacktown LEP 2015

The Liverpool CBD holds similar standing to Penrith CBD in that under the Western City District
Plan, both centres are identified as Metropolitan Clusters. However, the Liverpool LEP is one of
the oldest LEP in NSW in that it is more than 10 years old and should not be used as a
contemporary comparison for Penrith. Saying that, there are key sites within Liverpool that have
permitted maximum FSRs up to 10:1 with a large amount of land currently permitted to achieve
an FSR up to 5:1 plus design excellence bonus brining this up to 5.5:1.
The current FSR controls in Liverpool are currently being tested by land owners including sites
such as 311 Hume Highway Liverpool and it is likely that Council will need to undertake an
analysis of their CBD to bring the status in line with the Greater Sydney Commission’s strategic
planning vision for Liverpool.
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Figure 12: Extract from Liverpool LEP 2008

Comparison of Penrith CBD and Campbelltown CBD is not relevant as the Campbelltown
Council only operates maximum building height controls for the CBD without FSRs. With that in
mind though, there are planning proposal in motion that seek to permit FSRs up to and around
7:1 which again demonstrates that Penrith is aligned with the strategic positioning of other
Metropolitan Clusters within the Western Parkland City.
The strategic positioning incorporated in this planning proposal demonstrates the site is
convincingly capable of supporting the proposed combined site density of 7.05:1. This is aligned
with the vision set forward but the Greater Sydney Commission for Metropolitan Clusters with
these strategic centres being locations where government mandates the prioritisation of these
centres for targeted investment based on the potential of a centre to:
-

provide a large number of jobs to increase jobs close to where people live
attract significant investment
provide a range of services and be an attractive place to live, work and play
facilitate continued growth.

The land at 39-49 Henry Street, Penrith is a key location where Council can permit the delivery of
employment, retail, housing, services and a truly integrated vibrant new community.
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Part 1 – Objectives or Intended Outcomes
The objective of the planning proposal is:
To provide suitable building height, floor space ratio, design excellence and collaboration
controls which facilitate urban renewal of the subject site along with the provision of high-density
mixed-use development commensurate with State Government planning strategies, the Penrith
Community Strategic Plan 2017, Penrith City Strategy and the Penrith Progression Action Plan.
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Part 2 – Explanation of Provisions
The stated objective will be achieved by:
 Deleting the subject site from the Key Sites Map.
 Allow an incentive maximum floor space ratio of 6:1 and 6.5:1 as shown on the draft maps
where the development includes public benefit contribution
 Remove the maximum building height as shown on the draft maps where the development
includes public benefit contribution
 Include an additional site specific clause allowing the consent authority to grant consent to an
additional FSR of 2.5:1 of non residential floor space in addition to the 6:1 for Site A as shown
on the draft maps.
 Adding a new site-specific design excellence and collaboration clause to the LEP to ensure any
future proposal achieves design excellence through a collaborative process as outlined in this
planning proposal.
A detailed explanation of the proposed provisions is provided in Section 3 above. The
explanation is provided in the context of each existing relevant planning control.
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Part 3 – Justification
This part of the Planning Proposal need for the proposed amendments to LEP 2010, the
relationship with the strategic planning framework, the impacts of the proposed changes, and
State and Commonwealth interests.

Section A – Need for the Planning Proposal
Q1. Is the planning proposal the result of any strategic study or report?
The planning proposal has been initiated following the key directions and strategies described in
the Plan for Growing Sydney (including proposed amendments), the Western City District Plan,
the Greater Sydney Region Plan, the Penrith Progression Action Plan and the Key Sites LEP.
The planning proposal is also the result of detailed and evolving site specific urban design testing
to determine the most appropriate development for the site along with commensurate building
height and floor space ratio controls. Discussion on the consistency of the planning proposal
with these strategies is contained in the response to Question 3.
Q2. Is the planning proposal the best means of achieving the objectives or intended outcomes, or
is there a better way?
It is considered that the planning proposal is the best means of achieving the stated objective of
urban revitalisation of this land. The planning proposal is certainly the most efficient mechanism
available for stimulating urban renewal and accelerating delivery of high-density mixed-use
development in a manner consistent with the strategic directions established in the documents
the Plan for Growing Sydney (including proposed amendments), the Western City District Plan,
the Greater Sydney Region Plan as well as local policies including the Penrith Progression
Action Plan.
It is envisaged that these urban design concept plans will form part of a site-specific development
control plan for the subject site. The urban design concepts have considered relevant
requirements of the Apartment Design Guide inter alia setbacks, separation and over shadow
impacts. The concepts reveal that the variation to the site frontage requirement is of no
consequence and the land can be developed to its full potential under a future development
application.
In this case the use of Clause 4.6 of the Penrith LEP 2010 is inappropriate due to the extent of
variation being sought. More details urban design analysis is needed which is being presented to
Council in the attachment to this planning proposal.

Section B – Relationship to Strategic Planning Framework
Q3. Is the planning proposal consistent with the objectives and actions of the applicable regional
or sub-regional strategy (including the Sydney Metropolitan Strategy and exhibited draft
strategies)?
The stated objective of the planning proposal closely aligns with several State Government
strategies, specifically the Plan for Growing Sydney, the draft amendments to the Plan for Growing
Sydney, the Western City District Plan, the Greater Sydney Region Plan, the Penrith City Strategy
and the Penrith Progression Action Plan.
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The Plan for Growing Sydney (Department of Planning and Environment, December 2014)
The Plan for Growing Sydney outlines the State Government’s plan to deliver homes, jobs and
infrastructure to support a growing population. Key goals and directions described in the Plan relate
to accelerating housing supply and urban renewal across Sydney, with a focus on providing homes
in areas well serviced by existing or planned infrastructure.
The Plan identifies that there is a significant gap between current housing production and future
housing needs and that it is critical to remove the barriers to increased housing production to
facilitate accelerated housing supply. The Plan explains that the Government intends to work with
councils and the development sector to put in place flexible planning controls which enable housing
development in feasible locations.
The Plan states that the Government intends to focus on the urban renewal in existing centres,
within which the subject site is situated. As noted in the Plan, the Penrith City Centre has superior
access to employment, a rail network and a range of social infrastructure.
The planning proposal seeks to relax building height and floor space ratio controls to allow the
delivery of high-density mixed-use development in an area that can accommodate increased
population. Penrith is serviced by public transport services that are frequent and the site is located
within the City East Mixed Use Character Area (as set out in the Penrith Development Control Plan
2014).
The planning proposal seeks to revitalise this key site within the Penrith City Centre and contribute
towards transforming the productivity of the city centre through new investment in commercial floor
space and the delivery of new housing. This supports the Government’s goal of growing Penrith
as a Metropolitan Cluster.
The site is located in proximity to the Penrith Health and Education Super Precinct and the
provision of new housing along with ground floor commercial activities will further enhance this
area of focus for future growth within Penrith.
The site offers the opportunity to contribute to expediting the delivery of much needed new housing
which will in turn relieve pressure on housing prices assisting in relieving pressure on housing
demands in Sydney. The site offers the potential to delivery new affordable housing typologies in
line with Council policy.
The planning proposal is consistent with the objectives, goals and actions of The Plan for Growing
Sydney.
Draft Amendment to the Metropolitan Strategy: The Plan for Growing Sydney (Greater
Sydney Commission, November 2016)
On 21 November 2016, the Greater Sydney Commission published a draft amendment to the Plan
for Growing Sydney to revise the Plan to ensure it aligns with the draft District Plans (at that time)
that were released on the same day.
The critical component of the amendment is the reconceptualisation of Sydney and the vision for
Greater Sydney as a metropolis of three cities. This is an important step and shift away from
previous thinking that envisioned Sydney with only a single central business district or monocentric
approach. The revised vision is depicted in the extract below and as can be seen Penrith is to
become a key City Centre within the “Western City”.
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Figure 13: Extract from draft amendment to the Plan for Growing Sydney November
2016

This amendment presents polycentric approach to Sydney which re-enforces the significant role
of Penrith as 1 of 3 city centres within the “Western City” of Greater Sydney. Greater Sydney
experiences a step change is population growth, with population growth levels being revised even
further upwards since the release of the Plan for Growing Sydney. To accommodate this population
growth and respond to issues of housing affordability housing supply in key locations such as
Penrith need to be accelerated.
Urban renewal is a key priority particularly with the focus of new housing in existing centres with
frequent public transport that can carry large number of passengers and in locations that have
already the community infrastructure in place such as medical services, social services,
educational facilities, recreational opportunities and employment. This clearly places emphasis on
the proposed revitalisation of Penrith as an ideal location to deliver urban revitalisation, urban
activation, accelerated housing, more affordable housing typologies and a greater variety of
housing choice. This mixed-use development can be brought forward only if the planning controls
are made contemporary as represented in this planning proposal.
Greater Sydney Region Plan – Metropolis of 3 Cities – A Vision to 2056 (March 2018)
The Greater Sydney Region Plan provides a framework for the predicted growth in Greater
Sydney. Key themes within this plan based on delivering a metropolis of three 30-minute cities
which are a follow on from the ten directions envisioned by the Greater Sydney Commission. This
vision is set out in the structure plan shown in Figure 14 overleaf.
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Figure 14: Extract from Greater Sydney Region Plan March 2018

The four key themes are focused on infrastructure and collaboration, liveability, productivity and
sustainability. The planning proposal is aligned with these key themes, directions, metrics and
objectives by:
1. Infrastructure and collaboration. The subject land is located within 800m of the Penrith train
station and the Penrith CBD. The site is located within easy access of existing health
services infrastructure which forms the newly re-branded Quarter, as well as existing
schools including Penrith Public School, Penrith South Public School and Penrith High
School. The site is located 20kms to the north west of the heart of the Metropolitan Cluster
located at the aerotropolis. Penrith CBD itself is nominated as a Metropolitan Cluster and
the land is also within a 30-minute commute of the Central City in Parramatta CBD. The
site is clearly located within the envisioned 30-minute city scenario.
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2. Liveability. The reference architectural design drawings provided with this planning
proposal and the urban design study show that liveability for the future residents is a
primary consideration for the future building design. Solar access and cross ventilation has
been maximised along with general compliance with the requirements of the Apartment
Design Guide. The proposed activated landscaped frontages along all street setbacks.
The pedestrian environment will be activated and improved as a result of this planning
proposal connecting the residents through from the Penrith CBD, the Quarter and Penrith
train station.
3. Productivity. The proposal capitalises on the existing Penrith CBD and will ensure there
with sustainable future growth within this existing strategic centre. The proposal creates a
more accessible and walkable city with enhanced activation to pedestrian links and
opportunity for bicycle riding as well as promoting additional local jobs through the
placement of additional residents within Penrith. The delivery of the proposed hotel has far
reaching productivity benefits for Penrith relating to job creation, tourism and general
economic stimulus.
4. Sustainability. The planning proposal facilitates building capacity based on existing and
committed infrastructure. This seeks to shape strong, connected community making the
revitalised Penrith CBD more resilient.
The Greater Sydney Region Plan presents polycentric approach to Sydney which re-enforces the
significant role of Penrith within the Western City and within Greater Sydney. Greater Sydney
experiences a step change is population growth, with population growth levels being revised even
further upwards since the release of the Plan for Growing Sydney. To accommodate this population
growth and respond to issues of housing affordability housing supply in key strategic centre such
as Penrith need to be accelerated.
Greater Penrith is a nominated in the first tranche collaboration areas within Sydney along with
Liverpool and Rhodes East. The key aims for the Greater Penrith Collaboration Area as:


Economic diversity



Health and education



Tourism, recreation and active transport



Initiatives to cool the centre.

The planning proposal delivers and supports all of these key aims, through making use of a
currently vacant site which sits currently as a gaping hole within the Penrith CBD. The future
residential accommodation will support the needs of the growing health and education precinct at
the Quarter as well as the future hotel accommodation that will not only service the accommodation
needs for visitors to the Quarter but also people wanting to use the growing tourism and recreation
sector within Greater Penrith. Initiatives to cool this site and make a contribution to the overall
cooling of Greater Penrith are able to be incorporated into the future development on this site.
The planning proposal will deliver a development that can support growth and change within this
key site of the Penrith CBD. Future development of this land will enhance the creation of a liveable,
productive and sustainable city.
Urban renewal is a key priority particularly with the focus of new housing in existing centres with
frequent public transport that can carry large number of passengers and in locations that have
already the community infrastructure in place such as medical services, social services,
educational facilities, recreational opportunities and employment. This clearly places emphasis on
the proposed revitalisation of the Penrith CBD as an ideal location to deliver this accelerated
housing, more affordable housing typologies and a greater variety of housing choice. This housing
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can be brought forward only if the planning controls are made contemporary as represented in this
planning proposal.
Western City District Plan (Greater Sydney Commission March 2018)
The Western City District Plan sets out the priorities and actions for the Western Parkland City and
these are structured around the same key themes as highlighted in the Greater Sydney Region
Plan. As relevant to the subject site the importance of Penrith’s City Centre and growing this CBD
in terms of both jobs and housing are continually emphasised in the District Plan. Particularly with
reference to the 30-minute city. The planning proposal seeks to deliver both additional housing
but also jobs within a 30-minute city scenario.
The planning proposal seeks to make a valuable contribution to Penrith and it’s continued growth
as a major strategic centre with the proposed hotel. This will facilitate the creation of additional
jobs and vast benefits to the local economy as well as much needed support for the growing
tourism and recreation industries within Penrith.
Expediting the delivery of housing brings more dwellings to the market which in turn drives prices
down. Delivering more dwellings and within shorter timeframes aims to respond to the current
housing crisis in Western Sydney where scarcity has resulted in an affordable housing shortage.
The planning proposal seeks to deliver mixed-use development including housing to the market
quickly and in a highly liveable location which is well within the 30-minute city scenario and in fact
within walking/cycling distance of the Penrith City Centre. The site as it currently lies is largely
unused and creating an unsightly gap in the urban cohesion for the Penrith CBD. Development
and activation of this land will bring far reaching benefits to this local community as well as the
opportunity to bring on board interesting and new retail as well as local business opportunities.
In summary, this planning proposal seeks to deliver on the vision set forward in the Western City
District Plan by:
1. Creating conditions for a stronger economy by investing in the establishment of a hotel,
commercial floor space and retail ground floor activation. The ground floor activation
proposed is shown in Figure 15 overleaf. This shows the site can accommodate an anchor
retail tenant at the north west corner of the site to attract pedestrians to move through the
site and ultimately through to future pedestrian/cycleway connections that are proposed to
run parallel with the railway line. Placement of an anchor tenant such as a gelato store will
enhance and activate this part of the site. This investment in Penrith CBD creates new
business opportunities and jobs for the strategic centre of Penrith.
2. Development of a more accessible and walkable city through the injection of new housing
within walking distance of both the Penrith CBD as well as the Quarter (formerly Penrith
Health and Education Precinct). 100% of the proposed new dwellings are to be located
within a 10 minute walk of the Penrith CBD and also within 30 minutes of the Central City
CBD (being located at Parramatta).
3. Delivering housing to meet both the 5 and 20-year strategic housing supply targets. Penrith
is scheduled to deliver more than 6,600 new homes over the coming 5 years which is
ambitious target that can only be met with significant increases to permitted building
heights and floor space ratios.
4. Expediting the delivery of new housing stock to ease the pressure of demand resulting in
a generally more affordable housing product.
5. Reduced emissions through both building environmental performance but also through
reduction in reliance on private vehicle travel. Focusing increased housing on the subject
site which is highly accessible to local bus and train services means that future residents
are more likely to walk, cycle and use integrated public transport systems.
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6. Enhancing the role of Greater Penrith as the economic anchor by delivering both jobs and
housing.
7. The objectives of the planning proposal are considered to align closely with the
documented priorities for the Western City.
The planning proposal is not inconsistent with any of the strategic priorities as set out under the
Western City District Plan.
Figure 15: Illustrative Masterplan Ground Floor by SJB

To further assist Council with their understanding of the strategic merit of this planning proposal.
A strategic merit assessment can be found in Appendix 1 to this report.
Q4. Is the planning proposal consistent with a council’s local strategy or other local strategic plan?
Penrith Community Strategic Plan 2017
This Plan provides a representation of the community’s vision for the entire council area and
establishes several outcomes and objectives for the City. Penrith Council’s vision is for a
sustainable and prosperous region with harmony of urban and rural qualities with a strong
commitment to environment protection and enhancement. The vision for Penrith is to facilitate
delivery of a City that offers both cosmopolitan and cultural lifestyle of a mature city and the casual
character of a rural community.
This planning proposal facilitates development that encourages a range of housing types by
responding to the need for increased density within the Penrith City Centre. Future development
will be responsible for making public benefit contributions which will set out the community benefits
that are to be delivered along with the proposed development of this site. This will assist with
Council’s vision of creating a resilient city that caters for the additional infrastructure needed to
provide for the needs of the growing community.
This planning proposal seeks to revitalise land that is currently vacant and has remained vacant
for many years within the city centre. The planning proposal is aligned with outcome 1 and 2 of the
desired community outcomes in that additional housing is provided so that people can live and
work close to home while also catering for the new and growing population. Redevelopment of this
site facilitates the creation of a stronger and more vibrant community which aligns with the
community expectations envisioned in the Penrith Community Plan 2017.
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The provision of new housing within walking distance of the city centre, the Western Sydney
University and the Penrith Health and Education Precinct will provide housing in a highly amenable
location where access is available to local essential infrastructure.
The establishment of a hotel as part of the ultimate development scheme sees a long terms
investment in the Penrith local economy that will provide a support service for local business and
importantly the Quarter. The additional commercial and retail floor space will also mean more jobs,
an increase in the range of businesses in the region which translates to a broader workforce for
the local community.
Penrith City Strategy
This Strategy aims to integrate various Council adopted planning strategies, examine the longterm issues facing Penrith and set directions for the City’s future.
The planning proposal aligns with the directions set forward by:


Delivering increased housing and housing diversity as well as design excellence.



Fast tracking the development of new dwellings within the City Centre.



Assisting with expediting the delivery of housing which relieves pressure on housing supply
keeping prices from over-inflating.



Implementation of site-specific design excellence clauses to ensure new development is
of a high standard and contributes to the enhancement of the character of the city.



The planning proposal seeks to deliver much needed urban revitalisation. Making better
use of the existing infrastructure inter alia, public transport services and making efficient
use of land within the City Centre.



The proposed mixed-use development will revitalise this somewhat sterile part of the city
centre and offer the opportunity to create a vibrant place where people want to live and
work.

Penrith Progression
The Penrith Progression Action Plan aims to transform Penrith City Centre and makes specific
reference to key sites within the centre. This strategic document identifies that 5,000 new dwellings
need to be delivered in the city centre, with the proposed planning proposal making a significant
contribution to this target.
The proposal will achieve the Penrith Progression’s vision for urban transformation of key sites
with a new high-density mixed-use development that will support the functions of a thriving city
centre.
The proposed housing diversity will deliver housing choice, affordable housing typologies and
achieve a vibrant night-time economy. The development of a truly mixed-use proposal results in
the creation of a sense of community and community safety for the future residents.
Public benefit is to be gained for this local community through securing community wide benefits
through Council’s adopted Public Benefit Policy 2016.
The planning proposal also seeks to permit development of an eastern marker or gateway for
Penrith City Centre which also achieves design excellence as set out in this planning proposal.
The planning proposal is consistent with Penrith Progression, as it seeks to act upon all relevant
initiatives and actions of the plan.
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Q5. Is the planning proposal consistent with applicable State Environmental Planning Policies?
The NSW Government publishes State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs) and Sydney
Regional Environmental Plans (SREPs or deemed SEPPs). These documents deal with matters
of State or regional planning significance. The Planning Proposal is consistent with applicable
State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs), as demonstrated in the table provided in
Appendix 2, due to the proposed changes being of minor significance.
Q6. Is the planning proposal consistent with applicable Ministerial Directions (s.9.1 directions)?
Section 9.1 Local Planning Directions
The Minister for Planning and Environment issues Local Planning Directions that councils must
follow when preparing a planning proposal. The directions cover the following broad categories:
o employment and resources,
o environment and heritage,
o housing, infrastructure, and urban development,
o hazard and risk.
Detailed consideration of each Local Planning Direction is provided in Appendix 3.

Section C – Environmental, Social and Economic Impacts
Q7. Is there any likelihood that critical habitat or threatened species, populations or ecological
communities, or their habitats, will be adversely affected as a result of the proposal?
The subject site does not contain habitat of any description. There is no likelihood that critical
habitat or threatened species, populations or ecological communities, or their habitats, will be
adversely affected because of the planning proposal. No further assessment is considered
necessary.
Q8. Are there any other likely environmental effects as a result of the planning proposal and how
are they proposed to be managed?
The planning proposal seeks to relax controls relating to maximum permitted building height and
floor space ratio controls contained within Penrith LEP 2010 to facilitate the redevelopment of the
subject site for the purpose of high-density mixed-use development. The anticipated environmental
effects associated with the higher-density development that will be permitted by the amendment
are discussed below.
Traffic and access
The Traffic Statement has reviewed the planning context, analysed public transport availability and
servicing, considered the proposed development and assessed its impacts, and reviewed the likely
parking and access requirements. The traffic study reveals:


The development site is extremely well served by public transport.



Access to a wide range of bus services would be available to residents / workers of the
development site within a 400m walking distance.



The site is located within 900m of Penrith Station which provides 5-10miniute frequency
train services during peak periods.



Intersections surrounding the development site would continue to operate at a satisfactory
level of service during both the morning and afternoon weekday peak periods.



Future traffic flows on roads immediately surrounding the development would remain within
expected maximum ranges for each road type.
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The proposed application of the RMS High Density parking rates for this development is
considered appropriate and reflects both the developments accessibility to services /
transport and the expected vehicle ownership rates of future residents.



A visitor parking rate for the residential component in accordance with the RMS Guide to
Traffic Generating Developments for high density developments is considered appropriate
given the sites accessibility to public transport options and services.



Parking provision for non-residential uses would comply with the Penrith DCP and is
considered appropriate.



Service vehicle parking should consider efficiencies gained with centralised loading
dock/service vehicle parking areas to minimise the impacts of large vehicles travelling
throughout the site.

The proposed parking and loading facilities satisfy the relevant requirements specified in both
Council’s requirements, the RMS guidelines as well as the Australian Standards and therefore it
can be concluded that the site can be developed at the density proposed under this planning
proposal.
Built character
The proposed amendments to building height and floor space ratio controls are informed by a
detailed urban design study. The study is included as an attachment to this planning proposal and
presents an urban design analysis of the site and its context as well as potential design options for
future redevelopment.
The urban fabric of Penrith City Centre is experiencing a period of transition and the potential
design options for the future redevelopment of the subject site as illustrated in the urban design
study reflect this change. Several projects are taking place which are shaping the scale and context
of development in areas around the subject site.
Key urban design elements of the preferred future development option include the proposed urban
design concepts that will assist in achieving the vision set forward in the Penrith Progression Action
Plan relating to key sites within the City Centre.
The preferred scenario for development of this site is the scenario of 8.5:1 and 6.5:1 with the
deletion of a maximum building height control as presented. The reasons for this option being
preferred are:


The building height and density aligns with the vision set forward under the Penrith
Community Strategy 2017, Penrith City Strategy and Penrith Progression Action Plan.



The proposed building height and density controls create a built form transition from the
core of the City Centre running from east to west, with the eastern component of the
planning proposal having a slightly lower proposed floor space ratio.



The proposed bulk and scale transition assists with contributing to the desired future
character for this location being the eastern marker to the Penrith City Centre.



Locational characteristics - the site is near Penrith station and is strategically positioned
within the Penrith CBD.



Housing choice – at present the site is underutilised offering no residential accommodation.
The proposal will deliver new housing to assist with housing supply but also accessible
housing and housing choice.



The building concept plans show an envelope which complies with State Environmental
Planning Policy No. 65 and the Apartment Design Guide. More specifically consideration
has been given to achieving compliance with solar access, natural ventilation and acoustic
privacy provisions of the Apartment Design Guide.
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The proposed setbacks to the site is generous providing space for deep soil retention, large
communal space as well as landscape planting opportunities.



Opportunity to provide a new plaza with public art, retail and outdoor dining in the space
above the easements.



A strong street presence should be created by the development and must be activated by
retail on the ground floor along Henry Street and on the northern boundary.



Podium parking must be screened by an active use or with an architecturally treated facade
that is attractive and contributes to the renewed character of Penrith City Centre.



Mid-block shared-ways should be provided to break up the bulk of built form and provide
vehicular access into buildings.



Public art murals can be provided to embellish blank walls along shared-ways to celebrate
local artists and create a pedestrian friendly space.



The ground floor of development across the three sites on the northern boundary must be
setback by 3m to allow for the provision of a pedestrian and cycle link within a colonnade
which can be delivered as part of the public benefit contribution in accordance with
Council’s Public Benefit Policy. The link will be activated by ground floor retail.



Residential towers should be orientated to maximise solar access and cross ventilation.

The urban design study submitted with this planning proposal demonstrates that due consideration
has been given to the proposal regarding visual impact on the townscape, heritage conservation
matters (particularly with regard to the conservation area to the north and heritage items to the
south) along with how the proposal fits within the desired future character and streetscape.
The planning proposal demonstrates that potential development of the subject site is consistent
with the scale of urban renewal envisioned by the Western City District Plan, the Plan for Growing
Sydney, the Greater Sydney Region Plan and the Penrith Progression Action Plan. A more
generous building height and floor space ratio will lead to development that respects the changing
context of Penrith without any unreasonable impact on the amenity of surrounding land.
Overshadow impact study
An overshadow impact assessment has been undertaken and is submitted for consideration with
this planning proposal as well as subsequent additional testing as required by Council. This is
included in the urban design study and secondary submission provided to Council. The proposed
concept plan has been analysed and the overall maximum building height proposed has been
determined after consideration of the key principle that the proposal did not detrimentally increase
the shadow impact to the adjoining land and nearby heritage items.
All units with a northern, eastern and western aspect will receive 2 hours of sunlight in mid-winter
and the overshadowing of neighbouring properties is minimal during mid-winter. The proposed
communal open space can be orientated to the north to ensure this receives more than 2 hours of
sunlight in mid-winter.
The overall result is therefore built form concepts which are capable of achieving compliance with
the Apartment Design Guide and other relevant controls within the LEP and DCP. In summary and
in conclusion, the shadow analysis of the proposed concept plans reveals the potential to cause
significant or unacceptable further shadow is limited.
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Other general environmental considerations
Flood and water management
The site is not located in an area of flood affectation and therefore any detailed consideration of
these matters will be undertaken as part of a future development application. The planning
proposal does not seek changes to the existing flood and water management controls within both
the LEP and DCP for Penrith.
Energy efficiency
Any future development proposal for this land will be subject to compliance with relevant provisions
of SEPP BASIX and controls that are contained within Penrith DCP 2014. The planning proposal
does not seek to amend any of the current provisions of the LEP or DCP that relate to energy
efficiency.
Q9. Has the planning proposal adequately addressed any social and economic effects?
The social and economic effects of the planning proposal are most appropriately described in the
context of the challenges associated with a growing population as described in the State
Government document the Plan for Growing Sydney. Among other things, the Plan explains that
to meet the needs of a larger population and to maintain economic growth, urban renewal in
combination with infrastructure delivery must occur in strategic urban centres.
As previously described, the objective of the planning proposal aligns closely with the strategic
direction identified in the Plan for Growing Sydney. The delivery of high-density mixed-use
development in a location that is well serviced by infrastructure and where there are minimal
existing environmental site constraints is considered to represent a positive social outcome. The
planning proposal will facilitate future development that will result in higher population density
within the Penrith City Centre. In this regard, the planning proposal will support the emergence of
Penrith as a major centre within Metropolitan Sydney’s Western City which will in turn contribute
to continued economic growth.
This proposal will provide significant positive social, economic and environmental impacts
associated with the facilitating the delivery of housing in a location where public transport and
community infrastructure is already available.
The implementation of this planning proposal will facilitate a development that aligns with the
strategic planning objectives as set out by NSW Government and local council policy initiatives for
residential intensification within strategic location near a major transport hub and strategic town
centre.
The proposal will result in positive economic and social flow-on effects for the local area including
local employment during the construction phase as well as ongoing employment within the ground
floor commercial uses. The commercial components of the proposal will contribute to employment
and commerce in the area by providing new spaces for local businesses in an appropriate location.
There is also the flow on effects of new residents in this location with new people needing daily
conveniences such as cafes and retail facilities.
The new housing proposed will deliver valuable residential accommodation in a location close to
public transport, community facilities and jobs. This will improve the vibrancy, surveillance, public
transport patronage and activate this eastern entry point to the city centre which has remained
derelict for many years. Further, the proposal will support the viability of Penrith as a strategic city
centre.
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In a local context, the planning proposal will facilitate the urban renewal of a key site in the Penrith
City Centre, providing a much-needed injection of urban revitalisation to catalyse and
accommodate anticipated population growth.

Section D – State and Commonwealth Interests
Q10. Is there adequate public infrastructure for the planning proposal?
The Key Sites LEP Amendment identifies this site as suitable for high density mixed use
development due to its superior access to transport and employment opportunities in the Penrith
City Centre.
Given the proximity of the subject site to public transport services including bus services it is
anticipated that a significant proportion of new residents would opt to use public transport rather
than private vehicles.
The subject site is within the City Centre which has a variety of health, education and emergency
services. In a broader context, the subject site is proximate to the Penrith Health and Education
Precinct and the Western Sydney University which are regional institutions.
Due to the size and scale of the development proposed it is envisaged that a future development
application would make use of Council’s adopted Public Benefit Policy 2016 to guide the public
benefit contributions for this planning proposal and facilitate delivery of the community
infrastructure. This will make a significant contribution to the local community while ensuring there
is adequate public infrastructure to cater for the increase in local population.
Q11. What are the views of the State and Commonwealth public authorities consulted in
accordance with the Gateway determination?
The planning proposal has not yet received Gateway determination and consultation with the public
authorities has not yet commenced.
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Part 4 – Mapping
The following map tiles are proposed to be amended as part of the Planning Proposal.
Map
Land Zoning
Lot Size
Land Reservation Acquisition
Height of Buildings
Floor Space Ratio
Scenic and Landscape Values
Heritage
Additional Permitted Uses
Active Street Frontages
Cause Application
Urban Release Areas
Key Sites Maps

Tile Number
N/A
N/A
N/A
013
013
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
013

The proposed LEP 2010 map tiles are provided at Appendix 2
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Part 5 – Community Consultation
Community consultation will be undertaken in accordance with the requirements prescribed by
the Gateway determination and the applicant would be happy to assist with the community
consultation process (if appropriate).
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Part 6 - Project Timeline
Milestone
Council’s sponsor of the Planning Proposal

Timeframe
April 2018

Submission to NSW Planning and Environment

May 2018

Gateway Determination issued

June 2018

Public exhibition and public authority consultation

July 2018

Consideration of submissions

August 2018

Reporting of the Planning Proposal to Council

September 2018

Submission to NSW Planning and Environment

September 2018

Publication of LEP amendment

October 2018
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Appendices
APPENDIX 1
Strategic Merit Test
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APPENDIX 2
State Environmental Planning Policies
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APPENDIX 3
Local Planning Directions
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APPENDIX 4
Proposed Penrith LEP 2010 Maps
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APPENDIX 5
Proposed Changes to Penrith LEP 2010 Written
Instrument
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APPENDIX 6
Urban Design Study
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APPENDIX 7
Traffic and Transport
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APPENDIX 8
Wind assessment
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APPENDIX 9
Acoustic assessment
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